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Phoneme Identification
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The results of five experiments on the nature of the speech code and on the role of
sentence context on speech processing are reported. The first three studies test predictions
from the dual code model of phoneme identification (Foss, D. J. , & Blank, M. A. Cognitive
Psychology, 1980,

12,

1-31). According to that model, subjects in a phoneme monitoring

experiment respond to a prelexical code when engaged in a relatively easy task, and to a
postlexical code when the task is difficult. The experiments controlled ease of processing
either by giving subjects multiple targets for which to monitor or by preceding the target
with a similar-sounding phoneme that draws false alarms. The predictions from the model
were not sustained. Furthermore, evidence for a paradoxical nonword superiority effect
was observed. In Experiment IV reaction times (RTs) to all possible /d/-initial eves were
gathered. RTs were unaffected by the target item's status as a word or nonword. but they
were affected by the internal phonetic structure of the target-bearing item. Vowel duration
correlated highly (0.627) with RTs. Experiment V examined previous work purporting to
demonstrate that semantic predictability affects how the speech code is processed, in par
ticular that semantic predictability leads to responses based upon a postlexical code. That
study found "predictability" effects when words occurred in isolation; further, it found that
vowel duration and other phonetic factors can account parsimoniously for the existing
results. These factors also account for the apparent nonword superiority effects observed
earlier. Implications of the present work for theoretical models that stress the interaction
between semantic context and speech processing are discussed, as are implications for use
of the phoneme monitoring task.

When listeners process spoken language be concerned with two subproblems in the
they develop a series of representations of general area of speech perception. One
the input which range in content from the question that we will address, one that has
low level physical structure of the speech received considerable attention, is whether
signal to a high level semantic representa the listener computes a representation of
tion. A theory of comprehension must the input whose units are relatively low
specify the nature of those representations level phonetic segments. Our second ques
or codes, and must detail the mechanisms
tion is whether and to what extent the pro
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Some of the evidence they reviewed, and
all of the new evidence that they presented,
was gathered via the phoneme monitoring
technique-a technique in which subjects
are asked to listen to and comprehend
speech and to respond by pushing a button
when a specified target phoneme (usually
word-initial) is detected. One issue that
arises when using the phoneme monitoring
technique concerns the point during pro
cessing at which the listener responds to
the target. This methodological issue is tied
closely to the first of the aforementioned
theoretical ones . If responses to target pho
nemes can be made prior to the time at
which the word is identified, then this is
strong evidence for the class of models
claiming that listeners compute a phonetic
representation of the speech signal en route
to lexical access. Considerable evidence,
though not all of it, is consistent with just
this view.
Foss and Blank presented evidence that
listeners can respond to a word-initial
target phoneme prior to accessing the word
it begins. They showed, for example, that
time to respond to initial phonemes was just
as rapid when the word carrying the target
has a low frequency of occurrence in the
language as when it has a high frequency ;
likewise, subjects are just as fast to respond
to a target which begins a pronouncable,
nonlexical item (e.g. , a nonword) as to one
which begins a real word. These findings
suggest strongly that listeners need not ac
cess the target-bearing item before re
sponding. If such access was required, then
reaction times (RTs) to the target phoneme
would reflect differences in time to access
the target-bearing word (or nonword). RTs
would be slower when targets occurred on
low frequency words or on nonwords as
compared to when they occurred on high
frequency words.
E vidence that subjects sometimes re
spond to targets subsequent to lexical ac
cess was also reviewed by Foss and Blank.
One important study that supports this
view, a study that we will have occasion to

examine more carefully later, was c on.
ducted by Morton and Long (1976). Their
evidence also bears directly on the second
of Our theoretical ISSUeS, the ques tion of
whether the mechamsms that compute the
low level codes are affected by the su r
rounding syntactic and semantic context
In Morton and Long's experiment subj ect�
were presented with sentences like (I) and
(2) and were asked to respond to a target
phoneme (the target is fbi in these exam.
pies).
(I) He sat reading a book until it was
time to go home for his tea.
(2) He sat reading a bill until it was time
to go home for his tea.

Morton and Long found that subjects re
sponded more rapidly when the target pho
neme was carried by a word that was con
textually more probable (e.g. , book) than
when it began a less likely word (e.g. , bill).
This result was replicated by Foss and
Blank (1980) and by Dell and Newman
( 1980), though in a modified form and with
somewhat different results in the latter
case. Morton and Long interpreted their re
sult as showing that listeners can use the
context to identify rapidly the target
bearing word and that they can then iden
tify and respond to its word-initial target
phoneme. In another study, Blank (Note I)
found that subjects responded to a word
initial target more rapidly when the target
bearing word (an object noun) was seman
tically related to the main verb than when it
was not so related. Thus, RTs to a /b/ target
on baby were shorter when the preceding
verb was diapered than when it was com
forted. In addition, a further study consis
tent with the view that listeners sometimes
respond to word-initial targets subsequent
to word identification-and that higher
level processes affect those at lower
levels-was carried out by Rubin, Turvey,
and Van Gelder (1976). They presented sub
jects with lists comprised of words and non
words, and asked them to carry out the
phoneme monitoring tas k . RTs were
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the phoneme monitoring task fit nicely with
level (i.e., after the word carrying the target
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case,
former
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.
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' has been
cording to the hypothesis, subjects examine from the speech perception literature. To
the acoustic/phonetic representation of the begin, we will test two predictions from the
incoming signal and respond when it dual code model and find them wanting in
matches the target specificat ion. In the particular ways. We also discover, and then
1
latter case, subjects examine the phono explain, a paradoxical ""nonword superi
logical information stored with the word in ority effect. " We show that listeners car
memory after they recognize that word. A rying out the phoneme monitoring task are
response is made when the subjects dis greatly affected by the phonetic nature of
cover that the word begins with the speci the target stimuli, while appearing not to be
fied target phoneme. According to the dual affected by the semantic context in which
code model, responding to the prelexical the target word occurs. Finally, a revised
phonetic code is relatively difficult and sub model of phoneme detection will be of
jects are able to do so only under certain fered, and implications for speech pro
conditions . For example, one important cessing will be discussed.
condition is that the signal-to-noise ratio be
EXPERIMENT 1: E F FECTS OF MULTIPLE
high enough that the acoustic representa
TARGETS ON REACTION TIMES
tion of the input actually carries the rele
According to the dual code model, lis
vant information . Another is that the sub
jects are able to devote a substantial frac teners must be able to examine frequently
tion of their processing resources to the the prelexical representation of speech if
monitoring task. The latter is required since they are going to respond to the phonetic
the model assumes that the low level pho code. This is required since such a repre
netic code fades or is overwritten rapidly; sentation is quickly replaced by the repre
unless the subject can closely monitor the sentation of subsequent speech input.
representation at this level, the target will When subjects cannot rapidly examine the
not usually be detected. Thus, the model phonetic representation they must respond
predicts that subjects will respond to the instead to the postlexical phonological
postlexica l code both when other pro code. It follows, then, that one could ma
cessing demands preclude constant exami nipulate the probability that subjects will
nation of the prelexical representation and respond to one or the other of these codes
if one could control the rate or effectiveness
when the signal-to-noise ratio is low.
In this paper we present a number of of examining the prelexical code. The first
tests of the dual code model. These tests experiment was designed to affect that rate
rest upon the assumption that one can by giving subjects a task that was de
manipulate the probability of subjects' re- manding of their processing resources.
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In this experiment, subjects were asked
to monitor simultaneously for two word-ini
tial target phonemes and to press a button
when they detected either one of them. The
require ment to monito r for two targets
should reduce the probability that subjects
can detect the target phoneme at the pre
lexical level since continually examining
the input for both targets will take time and
resources. On many trials the target might
not be detected before the prelexical rep
resentation has been overwritten by new
input. In those cases the subject must re
spond at the postlexical level if he or she is
to respond at all.
In this experi ment subjec ts were pre
sented with senten ces such as (3)-(6).
These sentences are identical save for the
occurrence of nonwords for words and the
substitution of items beginning with /d/ for
those beginning with /b/.

RTs when targets are placed after the
crit.
ical items .) If the requirement to mon
itor
for two targets lowers the probability
that
subjects can respond to the prelexical co
de
then the subjec ts in this experiment
wil l
have a higher probability of responding
to
the postlexical code. This means that su
b
jects will have gained access to the wor
d
(or nonword) carrying the target before
a
response is initiated. Therefore, RTs w
ill
reflect such access times.1 Of course, th
e
time needed to identify a word is likely
to
be much less than the time needed to co
n
struct a representation for a nonword and
to examine it. Thus, the listener will be ab
le
to examine and respond to the postlexical
code associated with the word much more
rapidly than the code associated with the
nonword. The average RTs to respond to
the word-initial targets should therefore be
significantly less than the RTs to respond
(3) Mary was often rewarded with a bowl to the nonword-initial targets.
The present study should, then, yield re
of ice cream after eating all her vegetables.
(4) Mary was often rewarded with a hap sults that have a differe nt patter n from
of ice cream after eating all her vegetables. those observed by Foss and Blank. They
(5) Mary was often rewarded with a dish did not observe any effect due to the status
of ice cream after eating all her vegetables. of the target bearing item (word vs non
(6) Mary was often rewarded with a dap word) . Here we expect that RTs will differ
of ice cream after eating all her vegetables. significantly depending upon the status of
the target-bearing item. with longer RTs
Subjects were asked to comprehend these being observed
when the target is on a non
senten ces and to respon d by pushin g a word.
button whenever a word began with either
of two possible targets, /b/ or /d/.
Method
Earlier work (Foss & Blank , 1980)
Design and materials. Thirty-two basic
showed clearly that subjects who are asked
experimental sentences were constructed .
to monitor for a single phoneme respond to
Each sentence had four versions a s in ex
targets that begin nonwords just as rapidly
amples (3)-(6): A sentence contained either
as they do to targets beginning real words.
a single nonsense word that began with the
Indeed, that result provided key evidence
phoneme /b/, a single nonsense word that
for the claim that listen ers can respo nd
prior to accessing or identifying the target
1 Of course, subjects cannot access a preexisting
bearing item-the word or nonword. (The
same work also showed that targets occur representation of a non word since there is not one to
access. In the case of nonword targets in this experi·
ring immediately after a nonword are re ment we conjecture that listeners construct a repre·
sponded to significantly more slowly than sentation of its phonological "spelling" and respond
those occur ring right after a real word ; when that representation satisfies the target descrip·
thus, the status of an item as a word or tion. Such a construction process will generally be
nonword does affect phoneme monitoring more time consuming than the one required to access
a preexisting phonological spelling for a real word.
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began with the phoneme /d/, a real English
word that began with the phoneme /b/, or a
real English word that began with the pho
neme /d/. In order that each basic sentence
could occur in each condition across the
experiment, four material sets were con
structed. Each material set contained all 32
basic sentences ; 8 sentences in each mate
rial set came from each of the four condi
tions. Across the material sets, each basic
sentence occurred in all four conditions .
The experiment was, therefore, a 2 (word
type: real/nonsense word) by 2 (target pho
neme: /b/ vs /d/) by 4 (material sets) facto
rial, with the first two variables within sub
jects and the last variable between subjects.
The target-bearing words used in this ex
periment were equated, across /b/-initial
and /d/-initial words, for frequency, syllable
length, and syllabic stress. The mean Ku
cera and Francis ( 1967) frequency of the
/b/-initial words was 52.87 and the mean fre
quency of the /d/-initial words was 58.71.
The mean length in syllables of both the fbi
initial and /d/-initial words was 1.41. Both
sets of target-bearing words carried their
primary stress in the initial syllable. The
/b/-initial and /d/-initial words were compa
rable in meaning (e .g., bowl/dish; Boston/
Dallas ; bishops/deacons) and were selected
so that the overall sentential meaning
would be highly similar.
Two nonsense words were constructed
for each experimental sentence, one begin
ning with /b/, the other with /d/. Both non
sense words were the same length as the
two real words that they replaced, and they
rhymed with each other. A few examples
of real/nonsense word quadruplets are
bowl, bap, dish, dap ; Boston, Beggel,
Dallas, Deggel ; bishops, beppems, dea
cons, deppems.
Thirty-two filler sentences were con
structed. Sixteen of them did not contain a
target phoneme ; eight of these contained a
nonsense word and eight did not. Another
16 filler sentences contained one of the two
target phonemes. Eight of these began with
the target /b/ and eight began with the target
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/d/, half of each eight being a real word and
the other half a nonsense word. In addition,
half of the filler words beginning with a
target were adjectives and half were ad
verbs. Balanced across these two word
classes, half of the filler targets occurred
relatively early in the sentences and half
occurred relatively late. The 64 sentences
were randomized with the constraints that
in each of the 8 blocks of 8 sentences, 4
target sentences appeared, one of each ex
perimental type ; two filler sentences
without targets appeared, one with a non
sense word, one without; and two filler sen
tences with targets appeared, with the
target phoneme beginning either an early/
late, adjective/adverb, nonsense/real word.
No more than two experimental or filler
sentences occurred consecutively.
A female speaker recorded each of the
four material sets on one channel of a tape.
A pulse, inaudible to subjects, was placed
on the second channel of the tape at the
beginning of the target phoneme. The pulse
started a timer which recorded reaction
times for subjects to press their response
buttons.
Subjects. The subjects were 48 under
graduate psychology students at the U ni
versity of Texas at Austin who participated
in the experiment in partial fulfillment of a
course requirement. Twelve subjects were
randomly assigned to each of the four ex
perimental tapes (material sets).
Procedure. Subj ects were tested in
groups of one to six, with the experimenter
and subj ects occupying adjoining rooms.
Each subject was seated in a booth out of
direct sight of the others. Instructions out
lining the task were recorded at the begin
ning of each experimental tape, which was
presented binaurally over headphones.
Subjects were told to lightly rest the index
finger of their preferred hand on the re
sponse button in front of them. They were
also told to (a) comprehend each sentence,
and (b) push the response button whenever
they heard a word that started with a /b/ or
a /d/. A trial consisted of the word ''ready,''
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about 2 seconds of silence, and the presen
tation of the sentence. Subjects were told
that some sentences would contain a non
sense word and that others would contain
only real English. They were instructed not
to let this interfere with their monitoring
and comprehension tasks. Subjects were
informed that the occurrence or nonoccur
rence of the target sound was not deter
mined by the presence or absence of a non
sense word in the sentence . They were pre
warned that after some of the sentences the
speaker on the tape would say "para
phrase," and that they were then to write
a paraphrase of the sentence they just
heard. This instruction emphasized the im
portance of paying close attention to the
meaning of the sentences. Pencil and ruled
paper were supplied in each of the subject' s
booths. Subjects were allowed 45 seconds
for the paraphrase task. Sixteen of the filler
sentences, eight with and eight without
target phonemes, were tested in this
manner. After writing their paraphrase,
subjects were told to replace their finger on
the response button.
Following the instructions, subjects were
given four practice sentences, one of which
did not contain a target, and an additional
practice sentence that they were asked to
paraphrase. After the experimenter an
swered questions clarifying any uncertain
ties regarding the instructions, the experi
mental and filler sentences were presented.
Results

PHONEME IDENTIFICATION

in Table I. Analyses of variance perfor
med
on the mean correct reaction time da ta,
by
subject and by item, revealed a main e
ffe ct
of ta!]et phoneme. RTs to target p hone
me
lbl (X
490 millise conds) were m
uch
shorter than to target phoneme ldl C¥ 546
milliseconds) , min F'(l,59) 8.78, p <
.01
There was no main effect due to the lexic
ai
status of the target bearing item, Fl ! < I·
Fl2 < 1; however, there was a signi
fican;
interaction between phoneme target and
lexical status such that lbl words (X 471
millise conds) were respon ded to mu
ch
more rapidly than lbl nonwords (X
508
milliseconds) yet ldl words (X
569 mil
liseconds) were responded to much more
slowly than ldl nonwords (X
523 milli
seconds), min F'(l,50)
12.88, p < .001.
The pattern of this interaction was such
that the main effect for lexical status dis
appeared when data from the lbl and ldl
items were analyz ed jointly . Therefore ,
planned comparisons, that is, analyses of
variance, were performed on the data from
the lbl items only and the ldl items only.
Both additional analyses revealed main ef
fects of lexical status (they were, of course,
in opposite directions), fbi items only, min
F'(l,51)
5.19, p < .05; ldl items only, min
F'(l,45)
5.06, p < .05. No other main
effects or interactions were significant in
any of the origina l analyse s or planned
comparisons.
=

=

=

==

==

==

=

==

=

=

Discussion

The dual code model suggests strongly
In all of the experiments reported in this
that RTs to targets on nonwords should be
paper the RT data have been truncated in
longer than those on words when subjects
the following way. A mean and standard de
are given a difficult task such as monitoring
viation was computed for each subject and
for multiple targets. The model predicts in
for each item in the experiment. If any in
dividual RT was more than two standard
deviations from both the mean for the sub
TABLE I
ject and the mean for the item, it was MEA:--l REACTION TiMES (msec) FROM E XPER I MENT I
omitte d and replac ed, following a proce
Target phoneme
dure suggested by Winer (1971) . Missing
Target-bearing
item
lbl
/d/
data points were also filled according to Wi
ner's procedure.
Word
471
569
Nonword
The results of this experiment are shown
508
523

such a case that subjects should not be able
to attend and respond to the prelexical pho
netic code because their processing re
sources will be too taxed to do so. Instead,
according to the model, they will respond
10 the postlexical code, and thus variables
that affect speed of lexical access will also
affect RTs . The results of Experiment I
wer e therefore quite confusing when
looked at from the perspective of the dual
code model. On the one hand, RTs were
faster when targets were on words rather
than on nonwords, just as the model pre
dicted-but this only held when the target
phoneme was fbi. (In pilot work we had ex
amined RTs to lbl targets and obtained
these expected results, so this part of the
experiment confirmed that pilot work.) On
the other hand, when the target was ldl, we
observed a very paradoxical result: a non
word superiority effect. RTs were faster
when the target was on a nonword than
when it was on a word.
Of course, a nonword superiority effect
is not only paradoxical when looked at from
the vantage point of the dual code model .
It is an untoward finding from nearly any
perspective, and it begs to be explained
away. One possible explanation, one that is
consistent with the dual code model, is
based on the fact that items with initial ld/'s
lead to considerably more confusion
about word boundaries than lbl items. A
concern with word boundary phenomena is
important since subjects in this phoneme
monitoring experiment were told to re
spond only to word initial fbi's or ld/'s. Me
dial or final lb/'s or ld/'s were not targets.
Thus, the listeners must have determined
that a word boundary occurred just prior to
the lbl or ldl before they responded.
It is a fact of English that many more
words end in ldl than end with lbl. For ex
ample, of the 800 most frequently occurring
words according to Kucera and Francis
(1967), two of them end in fbi while 75 of
them end in ldl. Also, in all the materials
used in Experiment I, no word ended in lbl
while 73 ended in ldl. And in a randomly
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selected page from an introductory psy
chology textbook, no words ended in lbl
while 50 ended in ldl. In all of these sources
the proportion of words beginning with fbi
and ldl was approximately the same.
Consider, then, the decision faced by a
subject in this task. When a fbi occurred,
the subject could be quite certain that it was
a target since the majority of fbi's occurred
in initial position . When a ldl occurred ,
however, the subject could not be sure that
it was word initial; quite often it was not.
Thus, it is likely that a greater segmentation
problem existed with ldl targets than with
fbi targets. This may account for at least
part of the main effect due to phoneme; av
erage RT to ldl targets was significantly
longer than to lbl targets. Although perhaps
less likely, it is conceivable that the seg
mentation problem was inadvertently made
more difficult in the case of the ldl words
than in the case of the ldl nonwords. If so,
then RTs to respond to ld!-word targets
would be slowed. While there is, admit
tedly, little reason a priori to credit this hy
pothesis, we conducted a test of it in light
of the fact that we do not know very much
about the processes of segmentation. In
deed, this is one of the gaps that work on
speech perception in natural contexts such
as the present effort is meant to fill .
In order, then, to investigate the apparent
nonword superiority effect with the ldl tar
gets, a control experiment was conducted.2
Its main purpose was to determine whether
the results of Experiment I were due to dif
ferences in segmentation difficulty experi
enced by those subjects. The logic of the
control study was as follows. Let us assume
first that the results of Experiment I were
affected by differences in segmentation dif
ficulty between the lbl items and the ldl
items. In that case, the pattern of results in
a list experiment should change dramatically since the need for segmentation does
not arise in auditorily discrete lists; there,
2 Details of this test may be obtained from the au
thors.

of course, the items are already clearly seg
mented. On the other hand, if we assume
that the results of Experiment I were not
due to segmentation problems but to some
other source, then we might again see the
anomalous

nonword superiority effect

when /d/ targets occur in lists.
The 16 graduate student subjects in the

responded to the target /d/ signifi can tly

more slowly when it began a word than a
nonword. In short, we again observed the
paradoxical nonword superiority effect
when the target was /d/. This permits us to

infer that the nonword superiority effect ob

served for /d/ targets in Experiment I was
not due to problems of segmentation asso

control study were presented with a 360

ciated with the /d/ targets. The solution to

item list and were asked to respond by
pushing one button whenever an item

the paradox must reside elsewhere. (We
will note in passing that RTs to /d/ targets

began with a /b/ and by pushing another

were somewhat faster than to /b/ targets

button whenever one began with a /d/. Half

here, though they were slower in Experi

of the 64 target items within this list began

ment I. This suggests that the main effec t

with each of these phonemes. Also, half of

due to target in the first study was due to

the targets began words and half began non

word boundary problems associated with

words. In fact, the target items on this list

ldl targets.)

were the target-bearing words and non

At this point, then, we are in the position

words from Experiment I . They were

of having observed data in Experiment I

clearly segregated since the lSI, though of

that do not confirm a prediction from the

random duration, was always greater than

dual code hypothesis . Recall that we anti

I second. To clarify, if the results of Ex

cipated that a word superiority effect would

periment I were due to segmentation prob

be observed when subjects monitored for

lems, then we should observe a word su

multiple targets on words and nonwords.

periority effect for both the /b/ and the /d/

No such effect obtained. We will leave

targets, essentially replicating with dif

hanging for the moment both of the issues

ferent materials the results of Rubin et al.

at hand-the paradoxical nonword superi

(1976) described earlier. Any other pattern

ority effect with /d/ targets, and the failure

of results would suggest strongly that the

of a prediction based on the dual code

anomalous results of Experiment I were not

model. Both of these matters will, of

due to segmentation problems.

course, be taken up again shortly. In the

The results of the control experiment

introduction

we noted that

we would

were quite clear. As previously observed in

present a variety of tests of the dual code

Experiment I, there was no main effect of

model. We will now turn our attention to

lexical status on reaction times, F( I, 15) =

another such test.

1.08, but there was the paradoxical pho
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neme target by lexical status interaction.

Again, !bl words (X = 593 milliseconds)

were responded to more rapidly than /b/
nonwords (X

=

600 milliseconds), whereas

Dell and Newman (1980) proposed a view
of phoneme monitoring similar in some re
spects to the dual code model, and they

words with an adjective that itself began
with a phoneme that was either phoneti

callY similar to the target phoneme (e.g.,
/p/ as in private), or dissimilar to it (e.g., lsi
as

in secret). They found that the advantage

target will require more of the subject's re

This result fits the dual code model nicely.
If we assume that subjects are likely to ex
ecute a false alarm to words beginning with

resources to those foils than to dissimilar

jects will be likely to respond to a postlex

ones, then the necessary resources may not

ical code in those instances, we should

be available to inspect the prelexical pho

observe a difference between RTs to targets

netic code when the actual target occurs.

on words and nonword s, with the former

In that case, then, subjects will respond to

being more rapid. While the prediction

the postlexical code when it becomes avail

from the dual code model did not work out

able. And it is reasonable to assume that it

unambiguously in the case of the earlier

will become available earlier for the pre

multiple target experiment (Experiment 1),

dictable word than for the unpredictable

the prediction seems more likely to be sup

one.3

ported here because of the similar work

We extended the test of the dual code
similarity of the word preceding the target
item as well as the target-bearing items
themselves-the latter were either words
or nonwords.
EXPERIMENT

II: EFFECTS OF

PHONETIC SIMILARITY

The logic of this experiment is straight
forward. Subjects were asked to monitor
for target phonemes that occurred on either
3 Dell and Newman also found no significant effect

not significant in the list study); and they

the data obtained by Morton and Long and by Foss

periment and those carried out by these other inves
tigators, and they further pointed out that some of
these differences might lead to subjects responding to
the prelexical code in the case of dissimilar prior pho
posed that the pre· and postlexical codes are pro

Newman

preceded

the

target-bearing

a single nonsense word or only real English
words; crossed with this variable, immedi
ately preceding the nonsense/real target
item was a word with either a highly similar
initial phoneme /p/, or a dissimilar one lsi.
each basic sentence could occur in each

phonemes. This result was not entirely expected given

nemes. In addition, Dell and Newman's model pro

However, Dell and

target was always /b/. Each sentence had
four versions: A sentence contained either

were preceded by adjectives beginning with dissimilar

tence The surfers drove to a beach/bay to
the waves.

each containing a target-bearing item. The

This defines four conditions. In order that

words was manipulated-as in the sen
try out

Design and materials. Thirty-two basic

due to predictability when the target-bearing words

there were a number of differences between their ex·

(though this difference taken by itself was

Method

experimental sentences were constructed,

ments were presented with sentences like

began a word than when it began a nonword

published by Dell and Newman.

model by manipulating both the phonetic

those used by Morton and Long (1976) in

responded to the target /b/ faster when it

sequence, the probability that subjects can
respond to the attention-demanding prelex
ical code will be less in the case of the sim

6.78, p

mantic predictability of the target-bearing

sources than will dissimilar ones. In con

ilar-sounding foils. Therefore, since sub

.05. Thus, in important respects, the re

pattern observed in Experiment I. Subjects

initial phonemes which are similar to the

phonemes similar to the target, and that

and Blank. However, Dell and Newman noted that

which the transitional probability or se

phonetically similar to the target or dissim

they are more likely to devote processing

conducted a very interesting test that sup

sults of this control study replicated the

that began with a phoneme that was either
ilar to it. As noted above, we assume that

ported this view. Subjects in their experi

=

target was specified). The target-bearing
items were immediately preceded by words

adjectives beginning with similar phonemes
than when they began with dissimilar ones.

ldl words (X= 585 milliseconds) were re

<

words or nonwords, as in Experiment I
(though in the present study only a single

accruing to predictable words was much
greater when the targets were preceded by

sponded to more slowly than /d/ nonwords

(X= 566 milliseconds), F(l,l5l
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condition across the experiment, four ma
terial sets were constructed. Each material
set contained all 32 basic sentences; 8 sen
tences in each material set came from each
of the four conditions . Across the material
sets , each basic sentence occurred in all
four conditio n s .

The experiment was,

therefore, a 2 (word type: nonsense/real) by

cessed in parallel, and they gave an account of this

2 (initial phoneme of preceding word: sim

result in terms of that model.

ilar/dissimilar) by 4 (material sets) factorial,

1
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with the first two variables within subjects
and the last between subjects.
The preceding adjectives were equated,
across /pi-initial and /sf-initial words, for
frequency and syllable length. The mean
Kucera and Francis (1967) frequency of the
/pi-initial adjectives was 72.86 and the mean
frequency of the /sf-initial adjectives was
75.25. The mean length in syllables of both
the /pi-initial adjectives and the /sf-initial
adjectives was 1 . 81. The /pi-initial and /sf
initial adjectives were comparable in
meaning (e.g., painful, stinging) and were
selected so that the overall sentential
meaning would be highly similar between
the two conditions.
The nonsense words were derived from
the real English words that they replaced.
Each nonsense word shared with its coun
terpart the same initial phoneme /b/, syl
labic structure, and word stress pattern. A
few examples of the nonsense/real word
pairs are bern/burn, bunnelled/buttered,
broop/brass. Half (16) of the nonsense/real
word pairs were nouns; the other half were
verbs. None of the nonsense/real word
pairs occurred within the first or last four
words of an experimental sentence. An ex
ample experimental sentence is While her
coffee was still warm, Polly/Susan bun
neliedlbuttered her toast with margarine.

Thirty-two filler sentences were con
structed . Sixteen filler sentences did not
have the target phoneme in them; 8 of these
contained a nonsense word and 8 did not.
Another 16 filler sentences contained the
target phoneme. Eight of these contained a
nonsense word and 8 did not. In addition
half of the target-bearing filler words wer�
adjectives and half were adverbs. Balanced
across these two word classes, half of the
target items on fillers occurred relatively
early in the sentences and half occurred rel
atively late.
The 64 sentences were randomized with
the constraints that in each of the 8 blocks
of 8 sentences 4 target sentences appeared,
one of each experimental type; two filler
sentences without targets appeared, one
with a nonsense word, one without; and
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two filler sentences with targets appeared
No more than two experimental or tw�
filler sentences occurred consecutively. A
male speaker recorded each of the four ma
terial sets on one channel of a tape. A
pulse, inaudible to subjects, was placed on
the second channel of the tape at the begin
ning of the target phoneme. The pulse
started a timer which was stopped when
subjects pressed a button.
Subjects. The subjects were 64 under
graduate psychology students at the Uni
versity of Texas at Austin who participated
in the experiment in partial fulfillment of a
course requirement. Sixteen subjects were
assigned to each of the four experimental
tapes (material sets).
Procedure. The procedure was quite sim
ilar to that used in Experiment I, including
use of the paraphrase task, with the excep
tion that subjects were only given a single
target /b/.
Results

preceding phoneme and lexical status
reached significance in the analysis which
treated subjects as a random effect, Fl
5.73, p < .05, but was only mar
1(1,60)
ginally significant in the analysis with items
considered a random effect, F/2(1 ,28)
3.65, p < .10. The nature of this interaction,
as shown in Table 2, was such that there
was essentially no difference in RTs to
words, as opposed to nonwords, when the
word preceding the target-bearing word
began with the dissimilar phoneme Is/. Con
versely, there was a substantial difference
when the item preceding the target-bearing
word began with the similar phoneme /p/.
A closer examination of this interaction
was made via planned comparisons on the
data obtained when /p/ preceded the target
and, separately, when /s/ preceded the
target. As expected, the analyses of vari
ance revealed that there was no significant
effect of lexical status (words, 523 milli
seconds; nonwords, 535 milliseconds) when
the preceding phoneme was Is!; F/1(1,60)
2.14, p < .25 and F/2(1 ,28) < 1. However,
when the preceding phoneme was /p/,
words were responded to significantly
549 milliseconds) than non
faster (X
words (X 592 milliseconds), min F'(l ,80)
7.94, p < .005.
=

=

=

Results from Experiment II are shown in
Table 2. Analyses of variance, by subject
and by item, on these data showed that,
overall, the effect of preceding phoneme
was significant. As expected, RTs were
substantially longer when the word
preceding the target-bearing item began
57! mil
with the initial phoneme /p/ (X
529 mil
liseconds) as opposed to Is/ (X
7.02, p < .001.
liseconds), min F'(l,44)
A main effect of lexical status was also re
alized, such that RTs to target-bearing
words (X
536 milliseconds) were signif
icantly shorter than those to target-bearing
5 64 milliseconds), min
nonwords (X
F'(1,63)
5.51, p < .05.
The important interaction between

=

=

=

Discussion

=

=

=

=

=

=

TABLE 2
MEAN REACTION TIMES (msec) FROM ExPERIMENT II

Preceding phoneme
Target-bearing item

/p/

Is!

Word

549

523

Non word

592

535

The results of Experiment II were as ex
pected. When the word preceding the
target-bearing item began with a phoneme
that was similar to the target, a word su
periority effect was observed. No such ef
fect was obtained when the preceding word
began with a dissimilar phoneme. This,
then, is consistent with the predictions de
rived from the dual code model. However,
for two reasons we considered it necessary
to conduct an extended replication of Ex
periment II. First, we now had some evi
dence in favor of the model and some in
consistent with it; and, what's worse, both
the corroborating and the disconfirming ev
idence were found in studies that were
based on the same line of reasoning.
Second, the data from Experiment I were

consistent with the model only when the
target phoneme was /b/ and not when it was
/d/, a paradoxical result. Experiment II was
also consistent with the dual code model,
but it employed only /b/ targets. Perhaps
the results are for some reason dependent
upon the identity of the target itself. Ac
cordingly, we conducted a follow-up study
that varied the identity of the target pho
nemes.
EXPERIMENT

Ill:

PHONETIC SIMILARITY

WITH MULTIPLE TARGETS

This experiment replicated the prior one
in its basic logic. The target phoneme began
either a word or a nonword, and the word
immediately preceding the target began
with a phoneme that was either similar to
the target or not. In addition, however, two
target phonemes were used here, /b/ and
/d/, just as in Experiment I. Thus, from the
point of view of the subject, the present
study was like the first experiment in that
two targets were monitored for on each
trial. When the target was /b/, the preceding
word began with either a /p/ or an /s/; when
the target was /d/, the preceding word
began with either a It/ or an /s/. (Of course,
these consistencies were not pointed out to
the subjects and it is unlikely that they were
ever noticed given all the filler items.)
According to the dual code model, we
should observe results in this study that are
parallel to those in Experiment II. Subjects
should be slower to respond to targets on
nonwords than to those on words when the
target is preceded by a word beginning with
a similar phoneme. No such difference
should show up when the preceding word
begins with a phoneme that is dissimilar to
the target. And, of course, this effect
should hold across both target phonemes
fbi and /d/.
Method
Design and materials. Thirty-two basic
experimental sentences were constructed.
In half of these sentences the target pho
neme was /b/, in the remaining half the
target was /d/. For each of the two target
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phonemes the sentence contained either a
real word or a nonsense word. In addition,
preceding each target-bearing item there
was an adjective that began with either a
highly similar phoneme (lp/ for /b/ targets;
It! for /d/ targets) or a dissimilar phoneme
(lsi for both targets) . Thus, for each target
phoneme each sentence had four versions:
The target-bearing word was either a real
word or a nonsense word; crossed with this
variable, the word immediately preceding
the target-bearing item began with either a
highly similar or a dissimilar phoneme. An
example sentence with the target phoneme
fbi is The vacationers went to a private/se
cret beach/hedge to try out their new scuba
equipment. An example sentence with the
target phoneme /d/ is The various groups of
scientists constantly argued over a tech
nical/serious difference/deb/us in the ir
professional theories.

The preceding adjectives were equated,
across /pi-initial and /sf-initial pairs, and
across /t/-initial and /sf-initial pairs for fre
quency and syllable length. The mean Ku
cera and Francis (1967) frequency of the
/pi-initial adjectives was 68.57, while the
mean for their /sf-initial mates was 75.25.
The mean frequency of the /t/-initial adjec
tives was 76.50, while the mean for their
/sf-initial controls was 80. 36. The mean
length in syllables of both the /pi-initial and
/t/-initial adjectives was 1 . 88, and it was
1.81 for both sets of the /sf-initial adjec
tives. The preceding adjectives were com
parable in meaning (e.g., painful/stinging;
tired/sleepy) and were selected so that the
overall sentential meaning would be highly
similar betweeen the two sentences.
In order that each basic sentence could
occur in each condition across the experi
ment, four material sets were constructed.
Each material set contained all 3 2 basic
sentences; 8 sentences in each material set
came from each of the four conditions. In
addition , 32 filler sentences were con
structed. Sixteen of them did not contain a
target phoneme; 8 of these contained a non
sense word and 8 did not. Another 16 filler
sentences contained one of the two targets,
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h�lf beginning real words and half begin
mng nonsense words. Balanced across the
two target phonemes and the wor d/n on
word conditions, half of the filler target s
occurred relatively early in the sentences
and half occurred relatively late. All sub
jects were tested with a paraphrase task .
The experiment was a 2 (target phoneme:
lbl vs /d/) by 2 (word type: real/nonsense)
by 2 (preceding word-initial phoneme type:
similar/dissimilar) by 4 (material sets) de
sign, with the first three variables within
subjects and the last between subjects.
However, the particular instantiations of
word type and similarity were nested within
the target phoneme type (i.e., they were
different for /b/ and /d/ targets, as described
above).
Subjects. The subjects were 60 under
graduate psychology students at the Uni
versity of Texas at Austin who participated
in the experiment in partial fulfillment of a
course requirement. Fifteen subjects were
randomly assigned to each of the four ex
perimental tapes (material sets).
Procedure. The procedure used in Ex
periment III was identical to that used in
Experiment I.
Results

The mean RTs from Experiment III are
displayed in Table 3. Analyses of variance
performed on these data, by subject and by
item, revealed a significant main effect of
phoneme (lbl vs /d/) indicating that, just as
in Experiment I, overall reaction times
were significantly longer to the phoneme
596 millisecond) than to the
target /d/ (X
543 millisecond),
phoneme target /b/ (X
min F'(l,34) 10.44, p < .005. In addition,
there was a significant main effect due to
the identity of the preceding critical pho
neme . RT's were substantially longer when
the target bearing word followed a /p/- or
593 milliseconds) than
/t/-initial word (X
when the target followed an /sf-initial word
542 milliseconds); min F'( l ,37)
(X
10.70, p < .005 . There was a significant in
teraction of phoneme target and lexical
514 millistatus, such that /b/ words (X
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

TABLE 3

MEA!'� REACTION TIMES (msec) FROM EXPERIMENT

III
Target phoneme /d/:

Target phoneme /b/:

Preceding phoneme

Preceding phoneme
/pi

lsi

It/

lsi

Word

529

499

659

594

Nonword

614

515

570

560

Target-bearing item

seconds) were responded to faster than /b/
nonwords (X = 564 milliseconds), yet /d/
627 milliseconds) were re
words (X
sponded to slower than /d/ nonwords (X
15 . 27, p
5 65 milliseconds; min F'(l,33)
< .001. As can be seen in Table 3, this in
teraction was further exaggerated when
similar phonemes occurred prior to the
target phoneme, creating a significant
three-way interaction between target pho
neme, lexical status, and preceding pho
6.08, p < .05 . Ad
neme, min F'(l ,37)
ditional planned comparisons were con
ducted in order to investigate the effects of
preceding phoneme on the /b/ target
bearing items alone, as well as on the /d/
target-bearing items. Both analyses of vari
ance revealed significant main effects of
preceding phoneme and lexical status, as
well as significant interaction terms of
those two variables (all p's < .05).
=

=

=

=

Discussion

Recall that in Experiment I we observed
a word superiority effect when the target
phoneme was /b/, and a nonword superi
ority effect when the target was /d/. In that
study the targets were generally preceded
by words that began with phonemes that
were not similar to the targets. In the
present experiment we replicated that re
sult. When the initial phoneme on the word
preceding the target was not similar to it,
we got a word superiority effect with fbi
targets and a nonword superiority effect
with /d/ targets. When the word preceding
the target began with a phoneme similar to
it, these results were simply amplified. The
superiority of words over nonwords was
even greater when the target was /b/, and

the superiority of nonwords over words
was even greater when the target was /d/.
If the results of Experiment I were para
doxical when the target was /d/, then the
results of Experiment III might be called
super paradoxical.
According to the dual code model, pho
netic similarity between the target phoneme
and the initial phoneme of the preceding
word should have led the subjects to re
spond often to the postlexical code. This
means that a word superiority effect should
have been observed for both fbi and /d/ tar
gets in the similarity condition . Clearly,
then, the predictions from the dual code
model are not being sustained. The appar
ently supportive results observed in Exper
iment II are not general.
CONVERGING OPERATIONS A N D THE
THEORETICAL ISSUES

To this point we have presented the re
sults from two lines of research testing the
dual code hypothesis. This work was orig
inally meant to test certain assumptions of
the model via use of converging operations.
(And, of course, we anticipated that the re
sults would support those assumptions.)
Two distinct ways of varying processing
load were manipulated with the expectation
that subjects would respond to the postlex
ical code whenever processing load was
great. As it has turned out, however, nei
ther manipulation has yielded data of the
expected sort, and both have yielded re
sults that we must view as paradoxical: a
nonword superiority effect when the target
was /d/.
To help clarify our present situation, re
call that we began with a number of initial

l
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theoretical concerns. One important issue
is the extent to which listeners compute a
prelexical representation of the input signal
as they process speech. A second issue is
the extent to which syntactic and semantic
context affects the processing of the "low
level" speech signal. And a third issue has
to do with the manner in which subjects
carry out the phoneme monitoring task.
With respect to the first question, a number
of different answers have been suggested in
the literature. One common answer is that
phonetic segments are not a part of the
code that is computed prior to lexical ac
cess (Klatt, 1980; Morton & Long, 1976;
Rubin et al. 1976; Warren, 1976); from this
perspective, phoneme detection is strictly
a top-down process. Another view is the
one we have been assuming is correct,
namely that phonetic segments are com
puted en route to lexical access (i.e., a
bottom-up view), but that subjects only re
spond to such units under particular sets of
circumstances-the dual code hypothesis.
As mentioned earlier, some of the strongest
evidence in favor of the view that phoneme
identification is top-down comes from the
Morton and Long experiment and from the
work of Blank. Another important source
of evidence in favor of the top-down view
comes from the work of Rubin et al. How
ever, the data gathered in Experiments I
and III both confirms and contests the lat
ter's findings. That is, with /b/-initial targets
we found evidence for the top-down view;
but with /d/-initial targets the data strongly
contradicted the top-down hypothesis.
To account for the contrasting data gath
ered in Experiments I and III above, we

will adopt a new working hypothesis,
present some tests of it, and critically ex
amine the Morton and Long and the Rubin
et al. experiments in light of it.
THE PRELEXICAL CODE REVISITED

Suppose it is true that subjects in pho
neme monitoring experiments often iden
tify the phoneme in a top-down fashion,
and that the sentence context can affect the

speed of such top-down identification. If
so, then we might expect to find a corre
lation between the time subjects take to re
spond to different target words when they
occur in exactly the same sentence frames
(assuming, of course, that such factors as
frequency are held constant). That is, a
common sentence frame should lead to
common top-down processing for ta rg et
words; this, in turn, should lead to similar
RTs for those words.
To examine this assumption we com
puted a correlation between RTs for /d/
word targets and those for /b/-word targets
when they occurred in the same sentence
frames in Experiment I. The resulting r was
a nonsignificant 0.161. At the same time,
however, we computed the analogous cor
relation for non word targets (i.e., a corre
lation between RTs for /d/-nonword targets
and those for /b/-nonword targets). This
correlation was significant, r = . 32 5, p <
.05. Recall that the sentence frames for all
four items were identical. Even so, the cor
relation among RTs was not significant for
word targets, where the top-down pro
cesses might reasonably be expected to be
most powerful, while it was significant for
nonword targets.
Examination of the materials used
quickly suggests why the latter correlation
alone might have obtained. Examples of the
quadruples used in that experiment are
bowl, bap, dish, dap; Boston, Beggel,
Dallas, Deggel; bishops, beppems, dea
cons, deppems. While the /b/ and /d/ words
that occurred in a sentence frame were sim
ilar in frequency, number of syllables, and
semantic class, they were dissimilar in their
internal phonetic structure. The fbi and /d/
nonwords, on the other hand, were similar
in their internal structure-they rhymed.
Thus, there was an inherent acoustic-pho
netic similarity between the nonword target
items occurring in a sentence frame, a sim
ilarity that was not present in the word tar
gets. It thus seems plausible to suggest that
the low level phonetic environment is the
important determiner of relative RTs.
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Further support for this conjecture
co mes from an additional correlational
analysis carried out on the data from our
control study reported in the discussion of
Experiment I. Recall that it was a study in
which target items were presented in lists
rather than in sentences. For those data a
significant correlation (r
.391, p < . 05)
was found between RTs to fbi nonwords
and their /d/ nonword counterparts. Again,
these items rhymed with each other. In con
trast, the correlation between the fbi words
and their /d/ word mates (similar in meaning
but not in phonetic structure) was not sig
nificant, r = . 124. The small correlation be
tween fbi and ldl words would be expected
from an analysis that emphasizes top-down
effects on RTs; in fact, no correlation
would be expected in lists. But the signifi
cant correlation between the /b/ and ldl
nonwords, and the fact that the pattern of
correlations is the same whether the targets
occur in sentences or in lists, suggests
strongly that it is the phonetic environment
only that is contributing to the similarity
in RTs.
=

PARADOX LOST

The correlational analyses suggest that
the results found in Experiments I-III need
reinterpretation since those studies did not
always control explicitly the immediate
acoustic-phonetic context of the targets. It
might have been the case that the paradox
ical nonword superiority effect in the case
of the /d/ targets occurred because the con
texts within which the two classes of items
appeared were systematically different. Of
course, if that is the case, then the word

superiority effect in the case of the fbi tar
gets might also be due to acoustic-pho
netic variables rather than to the lexical
status of the item. This would be an impor
tant finding since it would constitute quite
a blow to the top-down view of phoneme

identification.
Given the above speculations and anal
yses, we decided to test directly whether
the acoustic-phonetic structure of the syl-

lable carrying the target affected systemat
ically the RTs.
EXPERIMENT IV: RESPONSE TIMES TO

/d/-l NIT I A L CVCS

In this study we investigated the RTs to
a very large subset (essentially all) of /d/
initial CVCs. Of course, some of these
eves were real words ( e.g., /duk/ pro
nounced "duke") while others were not
(e.g., /dik/ pronounced "deek"). Our basic
questions were whether the RT to a CVC
would be affected by its status as word or
a nonword; by the identity of its vowel, or
by its final consonant; by some combina
tion of these variables; or by any of them.
If RTs are strongly affected by the phonetic
context, then we must examine the con
texts used in the earlier studies to see
whether they can account for the results.
Again, since the data for /d/ targets were
apparently paradoxical, we chose to ex
amine eves starting with ldl.
Method
Design and materi als. A total of 209 /d/
initial eves (consonant-vowel-conso
nant) syllables were constructed by factu
rially combining II different medial vowels
with 19 different final consonants. The II
medial vowels used were /i, I, e, e, ae, �.
o, ai, u,"',., I; the nineteen final consonants
used were /p, b,_t, d, k, g, m, n, 1), f, v, 8,
s, z, f. r, I, c, jl. Of these 209 CVCs, 84
were actual English words and 125 were
nonwords. Lexicality was operationalized
as any entry in Webster's Seventh New
Collegiate D ictionary. In addition, 391
filler, non-target-bearing eve syllables
were constructed. The initial consonants of
the filler syllables were /p, t, b, k, f, v, g,
m, n/. The medial vowels and final conso
nants of the filler syllables were randomly
chosen and combined from the sets used to
construct the target-bearing eve syllables.
Of the 391 filler CVCs, 216 were actual En
glish words and 175 were nonwords.
The 600 item list was divided into 20 se
quences of 30 items each. Ten of the se-
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quences contained 10 target-bearing eves
and 20 filler CVCs; the other 10 sequences
contained 11 target-bearing eves and 19
filler CVCs. In addition, within each se
quence, half of the target-bearing items
were words as were half of the filler items;
the others were nonwords. Ten sequences

were arbitrarily chosen to be Block I with
the remaining being Block 2. No target item
occurred within the first five items on either
block. The interstimulus interval was 2 sec
onds within sequences and 5 seconds be
tween sequences.
Subjects. The subjects were 22 under
graduate psychology students at the Uni
versity of Texas at Austin who participated
in the experiment in partial fulfillment of a
course requirement. Eleven subjects were
randomly assigned to hear Block I of the
experimental materials first, then Block 2,
while the other II subjects first heard Block
2, then Block I.
Procedure. Subjects were tested in
groups of one to six, with the experimenter
and subjects occupying adjoining rooms.
Each subject was seated in a booth out of
direct sight of the others.
Instructions outlining the subjects' task
were recorded on tape and presented at the
beginning of the experimental session. The
subjects were told that they would hear a
list of syllables, some of which might be
real English words and others not, and to
respond to syllable-initial /d/'s. They were
instructed to ignore the lexical status of the
syllable. Subj<::cts were told to lightly rest
the index finger of their preferred hand on
the response button in front of them. Upon
hearing a /d/ sound beginning any syllable
in the list, they were to press the response
button. They were inf ormed that the ex
perimenter was interested in both their
speed and accuracy at listening to the list
and pressing the response button, and thus
that they should respond as quickly and as
accurately as possible. Subjects listened
and responded to four practice sequences.
After the experimenter answered questions
concerning any uncertainties regarding the

task, the first block of the experimental
tape was played. After hearing the first
block, subjects were given a 5-minute rest
period and then listened to the second
block.
Results

Mean correct reaction times for each of
the 209 eve syllables were obtained by

collapsing over subjects. These mean RTs
were submitted to a three-way analysis of
variance which revealed a significant main
effect of vowel identity, F(l,IO)
4.53, p
< .05; however, there was no effect of final
consonant identity, F < I, nor lexical
status, F < I. There was essentially no dif
ference in mean RTs when the target pho
neme began CVCs that were actual English
words (X
417 milliseconds; N
84) than
when the target phoneme began eves that
were nonwords (X
415 milliseconds; N
125).
To further examine the nature of the sig
nificant effect of medial vowel, a mean RT
=

=

=

=

=

was obtained for each of the II experi
mental vowels by collapsing across final
consonants and lexical status. These II
means, as shown in Table 4, were then rank
ordered. Visual inspection of this array sug
gested that reaction time increased mono
tonically with vowel duration. Peterson and

TABLE 4
MEA:"< REACTION TI�IES TO /d! INITIAL

CVC

SYLLABLES GROliPED BY IDENTITY OF MEDIAL VOWEL

Vowel
lui
/.J

/AI
!ol
/e/
Ill
m
Iii
1-:J/
!all
/ae/

Example CVC
(phonetic
transcription)
/dun/
/den/
/d�n/
/don/
/den/
/din/
/dm/
/din/
/d-:Jn!
/daln/
/daen/

Example CVC
(English
Mean RT
(msec)
ortho graphy)
dune
den
done
do an
dane
din
dern
dean
dawn
dine
dan

400
401
408
408
414
416
420
420
420
431
434

Lehiste (1960) isolated, analyzed, and mea
sured the intrinsic durations of all English
vowel nuclei when produced in eve syl
lables. A Pearson product-moment corre
lation between the mean vowel RTs from
the present experiment and the vowel du
rations reported by Peterson and Lehiste
(19 60) revealed a significant relationship
.627, p <
between the two measures, r
.05, such that RTs increased as vowel du
"'

ration increased.

Discussion

The results of Experiment IV did not give
comfort to the dual code hypothesis. There
was no effect on RTs due to the status of
an item as a word or a nonword. One might
argue, following Foss and Blank, that the
failure to find such a difference was be
cause the task was too easy for the subjects
and thus did not lead them to respond at
the postlexical level. However, such an ar
gument would be extraordinarily strained
given the failure to find any effects of pro
cessing load (i.e., multiple targets or pho
netic similarity) on the code to which sub
jects responded in the earlier experiments
of this series.
The present results are not random, how
ever. It appears strongly that the RTs are
affected by the immediate phonetic context
within which the target appears. In partic
ular, the structure of the syllable, especially
its vowel duration, can predict RTs to its
initial segment. Recall that the correlation
between RTs and duration of vowels as
measured by Peterson and Lehiste (1960)
was 0. 627, a substantial correlation consid
ering the fact that we are dealing here with
different tokens of different types spoken
by a different speaker.
This finding is perhaps not so surprising
when we consider a fundamental property
of the speech code widely supported by re
search in the neighboring field of acoustic
phonetics. The speech signal is often trans
mitted in parallel such that information
about more than one phonetic segment is
broadcast by the speaker at a given moment
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in time. Thus, to take the well-known
analogy, the phonetic units within the
stream of speech are not like beads on a
string that can be easily dissected or even
s evered. Indeed, L iberman, Cooper,
Shankweiler, and Studdert-Kennedy (1967)
have shown that cutting progressively into
a syllable such as /di/, from the right-hand
end, only yields sounds that are identified
as a consonant plus vowel or as a non
speechlike sound, e.g., a chirp. At no point
can one splice out a sound that would be
identified as /d/ alone. Thus, because much
of the acoustically rich information neces
sary for identification of a stop consonant
is carried by the succeeding segment, it is
reasonable that identification of the former
would be affected by some characteristics
of the latter. From the present data, we sus
pect that the length of the following vowel
is one such characteristic.
In a recent paper, Sequi, Frauenfelder,
and Mehler ( 1982) report findings that are
quite similar to those found in Experiment
IV and reach conclusions that are quite
similar to those just suggested. These in
vestigators varied the lexical status of
target-bearing items (words vs nonwords)
and asked subjects to monitor for either the
initial phoneme or the initial CV syllable.
Items were presented in lists. They found
no effect due to an item· s lexical status; but
they did find a significant correlation be
tween the time required to respond to pho
neme targets and that required to respond
to the syllable targets. Thus, their two find
ings -lack of an effect due to lexical status,
and a positive correlation between RTs to
initial phonemes and to their syllables
track closely the findings from Experiment
IV. They conclude that "the recognition of
the first phoneme or syllable in a word does
not require prior lexical access to that
word"; and that "the recognition of a pho
neme seems to depend on the previous rec
ognition of the syllable to which it belongs"
(1982, p. 475). Whether phoneme recogni
tion generally requires recognition of the
syllable or of its vowel is not clear, but the
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point is certainly well taken, given the en
coded nature of the speech signal, that stop
consonants at least must be identified in
concert with their supporting vowel.
Recall that Rubin et al. ( 1976) found in a
list experiment that subjects responded
faster to target phonemes when they began
words than when they began nonwords. It
now seems quite plausible to argue that
Rubin et al. observed their results because
the sample of words and nonwords that

they used was small and may have con
f ounded phonetic factors with an item's
status as a word or a nonword. Experiment
IV examined nearly by exhaustion all of the

/d/-initial CVC syllables. Thus, the results
from that "sample" and from the work by
Sequi et al. suggest strongly that there is no
effect due to the lexical status of a target

bearing word.
Moreover, the finding that vowel dura
tion, as measured by Peterson and Lehiste,
reliably predicted the reaction times ob
served in Experiment IV necessitated a
reexamination of the materials used in the
earlier experiments here. As previously

suggested, it is conceivable that the mate

rials used in these experiments might also
have confounded vowel length with the

target-bearing item's status as a word or

in the /d/-initial nonwords. As such, these
data as well as those of Sequi et al. cast
serious doubt upon the validity of the Pre

viously observed advantage in RTs to fbi
initial words as opposed to nonwords,
while simultaneously providing a simple
and logical explanation for the previously
observed paradoxical /d/-word disadvan
tage.
Consonant with the findings of Experi
ment IV and those of Sequi et ai. are data
obtained by Swinney and Prather ( 1980).
They found that RTs to /b/-initial CVCs

were directly related to the uncertainty of
the following vowel. When subjects knew

what the vowel would be, they were faster
to respond in the monitoring task than
when the vowel was drawn from a set of
four; the latter condition led to faster RTs
than when the vowel was drawn from a set

of eight. When subjects were given the en
tire syllable as a target RTs were not af

fected. (Also, no effect was observed due
to vowel uncertainty when the target was
Is/. Swinney and Prather suggest that this

might be due to the difficulty of discrimi
nating initial Is/ targets from background

noise.) Swinney and Prather concluded that
"at least with phoneme /b/, it appears that

the detection/identification process in
volved in phoneme monitoring i s affected
by knowledge of the identity of the vow

nonword. Post hoc analyses conducted
upon our materials confirmed this hypoth
esis. First, in all three experiments vowel
duration, as measured by P_eterson and
Lehiste ( 1962), correlated highly with mean
RT. The obtained correlation coefficients
were 0.393, 0. 273, and 0.436 for Experi
'
ments I through I I I, respectively, all p s <
.05. (The analogous correlation was 0. 440
in the list experiment described in the dis
c u s s i o n s e c t i o n af ter E x p e ri m e n t I . )
Second, i n all these experiments, the tem
poral duration of the modal vowel used in

ports the conjecture that uncertainty re
garding the word boundary slows RTs to
ldl targets. In addition, we can now interpret

nonwords. Conversely, in Experiments I

tween target phoneme, lexical status, and
preceding phoneme: For each target pho

the /b/-initial words was relatively shorter
than the modal vowel used in the /b/-initial

and III the temporal length of the modal

vowel used in the /d/-initial words was rel
atively longer than the modal vowel used

el accompanying the target phoneme"
(p. 107).
It is also instructive to examine the pat
tern of RTs in Table 3 in the light of these
arguments. Overall, we see that RTs to /d/
targets are approximately 60 milliseconds
longer than those to /b/ targets, consistent
with the data from Experiment I. This sup

the significant three-way interaction be

neme the fastest RT occurred with the dis

similar preceding phoneme Is/ and when
the vowel following the target was short.

PHONEME IDENTIFICATION

This happened with word targets for /b/'s
and nonword targets for /d/'s. We also see
that there is an increment in RT from that
"base" due to both similarity of preceding
p honeme and to vowel duration. However,
the combination of these two yields an even
bigger effect than one would expect from a

simple additive model, for example, RT

=

}(vowel, preceding target, vowel x
p receding target). This effect could be ac

counted for by a model in which (a) a sim
ilar preceding phoneme led subjects to raise
their thresholds for responding to the target

(i.e., the near occurrence of a false alarm
leads subjects to require more information
consistent with the target before they re
spond), and (b) the reasonable assumption
is made that the growth rate of such infor
mation across time is faster when the
target-bearing syllable contains a short
vowel.
To summarize, these experiments suggest
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text. However, an inspection of their ma
terials suggests that semantic predictability
may have been confounded (negatively cor
related) with the duration of the vowel in
the target words, as well as with the exis
tence of initial consonant clusters in the
target words. Such clusters would mean a
delay in the time for the vowel (or syllable)
to be identified. The majority of target

bearing words used by Morton and Long in
highly predictable semantic contexts is
composed of medial vowels which have
been classified by Peterson and Lehiste
(1960) to have relatively short temporal du

time required to make such a response is
determined b y the uncertainty of the vowel

rations. On the other hand, a majority of
the low predictability target-bearing words
was composed of medial vowels classified
as having relatively long temporal dura
tions. Furthermore, within the set of high
predictability target-bearing items only four
target phonemes occurred in initial conso
nant clusters, whereas there were twice as
many for the set of low predictability
target-bearing words. Since the unpredict
able words were also those with consonant
clusters and relatively long vowels, we do

tion.

predictability or to their phonetic structure.

that subjects recognize the CV portion of
the syllable before responding, and that the

as well as by the temporal factors within
the syllable that determine vowel recogni

not know whether the longer RTs for tar
gets on those items were due to their low

SEMANTIC CONTEXT E FFECTS

EXPERIMENT V: RESPONSE TIMES TO

REEXAMINED

"PREDICTABLE" AND "UNPREDICTABLE"

Earlier we noted that some of the
strongest evidence in favor of a top-down
interpretation of phoneme identification
came from the work of Rubin et al. and
from the work of Morton and Long. The
r e s ults f r o m E x p e r i m en t I V s u g g e s t
strongly that the Rubin e t al. evidence for
top-down processing is quite weak. Our
data show that RTs are not affected by the
lexical status of a word, but are affected by
its phonetic structure. Given this finding,

Experiment V was a c o ntrol study in
which we presented the target-bearing
words from the Morton and Long experi
ment. However, the target words were pre
sented in lists rather than in sentences. The
logic of this control experiment is straight
forward. If the RT differences in the
Morton and Long study were due to the
predictability of the target-bearing word,
then we should only observe a difference in

tions. Recall that Morton and Long found

cases that such predictability can affect

let us examine critically the data from
Morton and Long and its various replica
that RTs to target phonemes were signifi

cantly faster when the target-bearing word
was predictable given the sentential con-

WORDS PRESENTED IN LISTS

RTs when those words occur in their ap
propriate contexts; for it is only in those

phoneme identification via the top-down
route. When the target words occur in iso

lation, as in the present study, the proba-
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bility of top-down identification due to pre
dictability is reduced to zero. Therefore,
one would not expect to see any difference
between the "predictable" and the "unpre
dictable" items when they occur in lists.
On the other hand, if the earlier results
were due to the phonetic structure of the
target-bearing words themselves, and not
to the sentential context, then we might ex
pect to see a difference in RTs to "predict
able" and "unpredictable" items even
when the words occur in isolation. Accord
ingly, we conducted an experiment in which
the subjects were presented with the target
words from the Morton and Long study.
These words were presented in lists and
subjects were asked to monitor for the
target phoneme beginning these words.
Method
Design and materials. This study used 20
of the target-bearing words which were
taken from Morton and Long's (1976) ex
perimental. sentences; these were also used
by Foss and Blank (1980; Experiment IV).
Half of the target-bearing words originally
appeared in those studies in contexts such
that they were highly predictable, while
half had appeared in contexts such that
they were not predictable. For example, the

word beer is highly predictable, and the
word brandy is not predictable, in the con
text, ''He had a drink of beer/brandy in the
hope that it would cheer him up. " The

presen t experiment did not present the
target-bearing words in sentences and thus
did not manipulate transitional probability
as had Morton and Long and the replication
conducted by Foss and Blank. However,
we were interested in the RTs to the two
sets of words that had been labeled as high
and low predictable in those studies. For
convenience, we will continue to refer to
them as high and low predictable items,
though it should be understood clearly that
no context, and hence no difference in pre
dictability, was manipulated here.
The words making up the two groups of
items were equated for word frequency.

The mean frequency per million items for
the high predictability nouns was 8 1. 6
while for the low predictability noun s it w�
8 1.0 (Thorndyke & Lorge, 1944). The mean
length in syllables of the high predictability
nouns was 1.3, and of the low predictability
nouns 1.4. Five target phonemes were used
(lb,d,t,p,k/) with four high predictability
and four low predictability nouns starting
with each of these phonemes. Bl ocks con
taining six words each were formed . For
each target phoneme, 22 blocks were con
structed: 4 practice blocks containing o ne
target-bearing nonexperimental word and 5
filler words; 8 experimental blocks con.
taining one target-bearing experime ntal
word and 5 filler words; 8 filler blocks con
taining one target-bearing nonexperimental
word that was a non-noun, and 5 filler
words; 4 catch blocks containing no target
bearing words but rather one word with a
highly similar initial phoneme (e.g., /p/ for
lbl target trials) and 5 filler words. To ap
proximate the composition of the actual ex
perimental words, all filler words were
chosen such that their mean frequency was
approximately 75, mean length was 1.5 syl
lables, and 40% were nouns.
The experimental words occurred in po
sitions 3 or 4 of their respective blocks with
the constraint that a high predictability
noun and its low predictability mate (as
used in Morton and Long's stimuli) oc
curred in the same ordinal position in their
respective blocks. The target-bearing non
experimental words occurred in positions

I, 2, 5, or 6 of their respective blocks. Filler

words were randomly arranged around
both the experimental and nonexperimental
target-bearing words . However, we felt that
it was also necessary to scrutinize further
the final ordering and to rearrange any
target bearing word that had been assigned
to a block containing filler words that were

even slightly semantically related. This re
sulted in rearranging two nonexperimental
words. The interstimulus interval was I. 2,
or 3 seconds randomly occurring between
each item in the list, with the constraint that
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az-second interstimulus interval always oc
curred before an experimental word. For
ea ch target phoneme, blocks of each type
were randomly arranged into one sequence
with the constraints that the four practice
blocks always occurred first and that no
rnore than two of the same type of block
(e.g., experimental, filler, or catch) oc
curred suc cessively.

All five sequences (II 0 blocks) were re
corded by a female speaker on one channel
of a tape. A pulse, inaudible to subjects,
was placed un the second channel of the
tape at the beginning of the target phoneme.
The pulse started a timer which was
stopped when subjects pressed a button.
Subjects. The subjects were 18 under
graduate psychology students at the Uni
versity of Texas at Austin who participated
in the experiment in partial fulfillment of a
course requirement.
Procedure. Subjects were tested in
groups of one to six, with the experimenter
and subjects occupying adjoining rooms.
Each subject was seated in a booth out of
direct sight of the others.
Instructions outlining the subjects' task
were recorded at the beginning of the ex
perimental tape which was presented bin
aurally over headphones. Subjects were

told to lightly rest the index finger of their
preferred hand on the response button in
front of them. They were told that they
would hear a list of words and that they
were to listen for a word that began with
the specified target phoneme. Upon hearing
the initial phoneme target, they were to
press the response button as quickly as pos
sible. Subjects were told that the words in
the lists were not chosen or arranged in any
particular way and to try to listen to the
individual words without associating any
word with the word(s) that preceded it in
the list. Before each phoneme sequence
began, subjects were informed of the par
ticular target phoneme (e.g., "Now listen
for the sound of /b/ as in Bob or Boston or
Brazil that begins any word in the list.")
After the experimenter answered questions

clarifying any uncertainties regarding the
instructions, the experimental tape was
presented.
Results

A one-way analy sis of variance per
formed on the mean correct reaction times
from this experiment revealed a main effect
of "semantic predictability," F( l , 17)
33 .82, p < .001. Phoneme targets beginning
words that had been presented by Morton
and Long in high predictabili ty contexts
were responded to much more rapidly (X
508 milliseconds) than phoneme targets
=

=

beginning words that had been presented in
low predictability contexts (X
560 milli
seconds), a mean difference in reaction
times of 52 milliseconds.
Foss and Blank (1980), using the same
subset of items from the Morton and Long
stimulus set, but with the items presented
in sentences, reported a mean difference of
47 milliseconds with the same pattern of re
sults, that is, phoneme targets·. beginning
high predictability words were responded
to faster. A post hoc analysis on the present
data revealed that phoneme targets occur
ring in consonant clusters were responded
to an average of I 06 milliseconds slower
than those not occurring in clusters. Al
though a similar post hoc analysis per
formed upon the R Ts to target phonemes
occurring in the different vowel contexts
would be interesting, we do not feel that an
average of three mean data points per
vowel would support the validity o f such
an analysis.
=

Discussion

The results from Experiment V were
quite clear. RTs to the "predictable" items
were significantly faster than those to the
"unpredictable" ones, even though pre
dictability did not vary between the items.
The magnitude of the effect was of the same
order as that observed when the target
items occurred in context. The only rea
sonable conclusion appears to be that the
target-bearing words differ in some in-
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trinsic, low level fashion in such a way as
to yield the RT difference. And, as noted
above, the words do in fact differ in their
phonetic structure. The "predictable" ones
generally have shorter vowels and fewer
initial consonant clusters than do the "un
predictable" ones. It thus seems clear that
the RTs differences observed here are due
to the phonetic structure of the target
items. By parity of argument, the results
observed by Morton and Long and by Foss
and Blank were probably also due to the
phonetic variables and not, as they thought,
to the predictability of the target items.
These studies cannot be used to argue for
predictability effects.
There is one important study which is not
subject to the criticism that phonetic vari
ables are confounded with semantic pre
dictability, namely the work of Blank (Note
I, Experiment I). In her experiment the
target-bearing word was held constant and
its predictability was varied by manipu
lating the prior sentence context. Blank
found faster RTs for predictable targets
than for unpredictable ones, a result con
sistent with a version of the dual code hy
pothesis. lt is possible, though, that her re
sults may have been affected by overall dif
ferences in the ease of sentence processing
or by the fact that subjects were listening
on some trials for target phonemes that had
actually been excised from the signal and
replaced by noise. Clearly, given Blank's
results, additional work would be required
before we could claim that there is no effect
due to semantic predictability of the target
bearing word. Such work is presently un
derway.
SUMMARY: ON THE ROLE OF CONTEXT IN
THE PERCEPTION OF SPEECH

We began this paper with a number of
questions. One was whether listeners can
be shown to compute a low level represen
tation of the speech code en route to lexical
access. A second, and related, question
was whether the computation of such a low
level code (assuming one is developed

PHONEME IDENTIFICATION

during comprehension) is affected b y th
ongoing syntactic and semantic analyses
the input. A third question was whether t
dual code model of phoneme identifica tioe
could be sustained. Let us review our re
suits and address each of these iss ues
briefly.
Five experiments have been presented
here. We began by testing in various ways
predictions from the dual code model of
phoneme identification. According to this
model listeners respond to target phonemes
at both the prelexical and postlexical levels
depending upon the circumstances. Sub:
jects are more likely to respond to the post
lexical code when their processing re
sources are taxed, according to the model.
In the first experiment we taxed the sub
jects' memories by asking them to monitor

�
�

�

for multiple targets. Contrary to expecta
tions, we did not find evidence in favor of
the model. Indeed, we found some anom
alous data; namely, we observed evidence
for an occasional nonword superiority ef
fect. In the second and third studies we
manipulated the subjects' processing load
by immediately preceding the target
bearing words with others that began with
phonemes which were either phonetically
similar or dissimilar to the actual targets.
Again we found no evidence that subjects
respond to a postlexical representation of
the target phoneme when their pro;:essing
resources are taxed. And again we found
some evidence in favor of a paradoxical
nonword superiority effect. In Fxperiment

IV we tested subjects' RTs to nearly all /d/
initial CVCs in English. No difference in
RTs was observed as a function of the
item's status as a word or nonword. More
over, post hoc analyses showed that RTs
were affected by the fine phonetic structure
of the target-bearing item; in particular,
RTs were positively correlated with vowel
duration. This result led us to speculate that
the earlier data-including the paradoxical
nonword superiority effects-could be ac
counted for by the low level phonetic struc
ture of the target-bearing items. Correia-

l

tiona! analyses sustained that conjecture.
We also speculated that the important data
gat hered by Morton and Long could be ac
�0unted for in the same fashion. In Exper
iment V we found that the words used by
Morton and Long in "predictable" con
texts were responded to faster even when
they occurred out of context.
To return to the theoretical issues, all of
the evidence obtained in this series of ex
periments is consistent with the view that
listeners do compute a prelexical represen
tation of the speech signal. Both here and
in the data gathered by Sequi et al., RTs in
the phoneme monitoring task were not af
fected by the lexical status of the target
bearing word. (Also, see related work
testing phoneme monitoring in noise described in Foss, Harwood, & Blank, 1980;
their data are probably best interpreted as
being consistent with this view.) These re
sults suggest that listeners are able to de
cide whether an item matches the descrip
tion of the target before the target-bearing
word inself has been identified. In other
words, responses are initiated on the basis
of a prelexical representation of the stim
ulus. It must be noted, however, that the
exact form of the representation cannot be
deduced from the present data, multiple al
ternatives are consistent with it. For ex
ample, such a representation might be in
terms of CV units or in terms of phonetic
segments. In the case of the former units,
however, the subjects in our experiments
must have the ability to decompose the CV
unit rapidly into something quite like pho
netic segments in order to carry out the
monitoring task.
The data from the present research speak
directly, if not definitively, to the question
of whether syntactic and semantic analyses
affect directly the processing of t he low
level phonetic (or CV) code. Some theorists
have proposed that there is direct influence
of this sort. For example, Morton and Long
(1976), p. 44) write that "higher-order pro
cesses provide contextual cues which in
teract with sensory information," such that
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"the more contextual cues are available the
less sensory information is required." Im
pressive data in support of that conjecture
were gathered by Morton and Long in the
paper cited. We have shown, however, that
their results may have been due to the low
level phonetic context within which the tar
gets occurred, and not to the higher-order
processes they credited. Of course, such an
interaction might exist, we certainly have
not proved that it does not; to date, though,
the interaction has not been unequivocally
demonstrated in studies of sentence com
prehension. Work is under way to examine
this matter directly.
Acoustic phoneticians and workers in the
area of speech perception have known for
many years that stop consonants lack in
variant cues for recognition (e.g., Delattre,
Liberman, & Cooper, 1955). The physical
representation of such a consonant is con
tingent upon its neighbors, though percep
tually the same consonant is reliably iden
tified. Work using phoneme monitoring
suggests that identification times reflect the
extent to which the speech signal is en
coded, and thus can be used to investigate
which neighbors (e.g., following vowel) af
fect recognition.
Finally, the results of this series of ex
periments do not yield unalloyed support
for the dual code model of phoneme mon
itoring. Foss and Blank proposed such a
model largely to be able to account for the
(apparent) sentential context effects on RTs
demonstrated by Morton and Long, and for
the (apparent) effects of lexical status of the
target-bearing word on RTs presented by
Rubin et al. We have seen that an alterna
tive account of these two sets of results is
more plausible. The only data remaining in
support of the model are those gathered by
Blank (Note 1). The evidence that listeners
use a postlexical code when responding in
the monitoring task has thus shrunk consid
erably.
It seems a fair summary of the present
research to say that the evidence favors the
view that subjects respond on the basis of
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a low level, prelexical code when they
carry out the phoneme monitoring task.
Though a dual code model could still be
defended, the present evidence supports a
more unitary picture of the monitoring pro
cess. This is useful information to have
since it may both simplify the interpretation
of existing studies that have made use of
the technique and aid in the design of future
studies since theorists will be able to state
with greater confidence what variables af
fect phoneme monitoring RTs. Though fur
ther work remains, we believe that the
present experiments are a whetstone on
which this experimental tool has been
sharpened.
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